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Century Savings Bank Cuts Ribbon on New
Operations Center
VINELAND, NJ (December 27, 2016) –Century Savings Bank (CSB) celebrated the opening of
its new operations center located at 1376 West Sherman Avenue, Suite A, in Vineland with a
ribbon cutting ceremony on December 21, 2016.

Bank employees previously housed in three separate locations will now benefit from the
collaborative work atmosphere, shared resources, advanced technology and greater efficiency of
operations that the 10,000 square foot facility will provide. The center will serve as a home to
support departments, including information technology, accounting, human resources, operations,
marketing, audit, compliance as well as a state-of-the-art training facility for bank staff. The
Century Savings Bank corporate office, located right next door, will continue to house the bank’s
customer-facing platforms including a retail branch, mortgage and consumer lending, commercial
services and the executive suite.
“The operation center stands as a symbol of our mission to preserve and grow Century Savings
Bank for generations to come,” President/CEO David J. Hemple said. “We are confident the new
workspace will have a positive impact on our ability to collaborate more efficiently across many
bank functions, while providing premium office space for our employees. There’s genuine
excitement about our new home and, more importantly, even greater excitement about Century’s
future,” continued President Hemple.

Over the past decade, the bank’s assets and loans have doubled in size. The bank’s high rate of
growth, combined with the advances in technology within the financial services industry, resulted
in the Century board of directors and administrative team expanding the corporate campus with
the new full-service operations center.
“Our highest priority continues to be in providing excellent customer service and financial
products at competitive rates,” Chairman J. Alan Woodruff said. “Giving our employees the
resources they need to help our customers achieve their financial goals is an important part of our
plan for success as a bank.”

About Century Savings Bank
Based on strong, traditional values and local decision-making, Century Savings Bank is dedicated
to being the premier financial services provider in the area, focused on the changing needs of
people and business in our communities by providing the highest level of quality service.
One of America’s oldest banks, Century Savings Bank began as a small mortgage association in
downtown Bridgeton in 1865 and has since grown into a full-service community bank with six
locations in the heart of South Jersey. Along with its headquarters in Vineland, the Bank
maintains branches in Upper Deerfield, Vineland (two offices), Elmer, Mullica Hill, and
Gibbstown. Century Savings Bank offers a full line of products and services, including online
banking and bill pay, mobile banking, and cash management services to meet all of your
consumer and commercial banking needs.

For more information on Century Savings Bank and Community Banking Plus, visit
www.centurysb.com
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